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How do I know if I can trust these reviews about Whirlpool refrigerators? How do I know if I can trust these reviews about Whirlpool? 2,729,288 reviews on ConsumerAffairs are verified. We require contact information to ensure that our reviewers are genuine. We use smart software that helps us maintain
the integrity of our feedback. Our moderators have read all the reviews to check quality and service. For more information about ConsumerAffairs.com visit our FAQ. Sherri of Columbus, GA Verified Reviewer Original Review: August 31, 2020Love My New Whirlpool Refrigerator! Works well and no
problems in recent years. Filters are more expensive, but have found some lowe cheaper. Whirlpool keep in touch often by emailing information about your products, some useful some do not apply. Would I like to buy this fridge again? Yes, I love the ice maker, it is quite large (enough to fill a small
cooler), and the comfort of crushed or cube ice is beautiful. Most people complain the engines are loud, but we did not experience it. Marcie of Carpenter, SD Verified Reviewer Original Review: August 25, 2020I bought my Whirlpool next to a refrigerator more than 13 years ago and so far has had no
problems. One complaint, though, is plastic slide drawers, which tend to get brittle over time and crack, making it difficult to keep them on track. Next to the style is not the best storage, because each side is quite narrow, although I don't know whether having a slide from the bottom of the freezer is the
perfect answer, either. In general, I can not complain about the price or reliability of Whirlpool products! Andrea of Powell, Wyoming Verified Reviewer Original Review: August 23, 2020When we purchased our home in 2017, it came with a side by side, refrigerator/freezer with ice maker and water
dispenser door, stainless steel finish. It's 4 years old. It was covered by a two-year guarantee (expired in 2018). As now, she never required service. Temperature control works very well, both the refrigerator and the freezer maintain a very suitable cold temperature with minimal cost. The ice dispenser
allows the user to choose between crushed or cube ice along with the ability to turn off the ice maker when it is not needed. Water issued remains cold and water filters are economical, less than $25 that lasts about 6 months each. The shelves on both sides are spacious, adjustable and easy to clean, as
are two crisper drawers in the refrigerator and freezer. The door shelves on both sides are also spacious and adjustable. Stainless steel outside is easy to clean and hides fingerprints well. We are very satisfied with whirlpool functionality and aesthetics near the refrigerator/freezer and we recommend it to
everyone on the market. Read the full review of Janet from Barnesville, GA Verified Reviewer Original Original August 21, 2020 Newer devices shelves are plastic, not glass with metal, and they rip/break holding heavy are similar to gallons of milk, and they are more expensive to replace. I just want them
to go back to things like the construction of the old days. My last refrigerator lasted 20 years. I had this one over the years paid double the price and already had to change the shelves and trays for it.. Umakanta of Imphal, Manipur Verified Reviewer Original Review: August 20, 2020What refrigerators are
best when I use a lot of refrigerators. It provides many useful services for consumers. This allows us to store products of different varieties, including vegetables, fruits, drinks and much more. It can produce cube ice so that it can be used in different beverages, products, etc. It consumes less energy to
use this Whirlpool refrigerator products. We used a Whirlpool fridge with less stress in fresh vegetable and fruit storage. Water is the main thing we used to store in this refrigerator, it well maintains the temperature for cool and fresh taste of natural nectar. Today the refrigerator is widely used in our area,
especially Whirlpool, which I mentioned earlier to buy this wonderful product to be a comfort to humanity. I recommend whirlpool refrigerator. Brett of Henderson, NV Verified Reviewer Verified Buyer Original review: Dec. 20, 2020I bought Whirlpool French 4 door refrigerator WRX988SIBM 01. I like the
way it keeps and layout (except for ice, taking the entire left door). But I have a lemon, I bought a guarantee of Lowe 5 years (with 4 repair replacement). The fourth repair and dead declaration was 5 years and a week (hence only a guarantee from Lowe's extended weekly). Death certificate repair guy
said: They don't make 'em like they used to. So I'm now buying another refrigerator - trying samsung this time. Every refrigerator has lemon once and with my luck ... Well you can thank me for taking it off your hands! :) I average 5 years per refrigerator. It's a lot of money, and I'm hoping to get at least 10
years of life as a major device. Kristine of Martinez, CA Verified Reviewer Original Review: December 17, 2020Four Year Whirlpool Refrigerator/Freezer Model W10771736A. The ice maker broke immediately after the warranty expired. No refrigerator or certified hot tub repairer was able to solve the
problem. Our microwave oven is cracked on the side, and it is only four years old. Shirley of Easley, SC Verified Reviewer Original Review: December 17, 2020Purchased kit of devices. After 2 years, the front burner will only work at high (fire hazard). The fridge ice door never worked properly. No ice or
shooting everywhere. Whirlpool does not offer help because the price guarantees &amp; are disgusting. Food freezes inside and it's my fault. Never buy a jacuzzi or any of their products kitchenaid Jenn-Air. There's a complete list! They say it's made in the US. Lie. They are U.s. Everything else is
outsourced. There is no integrity from this company and certainly does not stand for its products. There is no customer service! Richard of Birmingham, AL Verified Reviewer Original Review: November 13, 2020Ordered &amp; paid 6/9--delivered 7/29-ice maker issue date 1--ice clumped chute clogged-
warranty call-ice maker &amp; valve replaced 4 weeks later due to parts that are missing from Whirlpool-the same problem-tech support from Whirlpool adv tech ordered board to settle-4 weeks before the wall arrived-contacted Whrlpool 3 times--no concern--at asst--board arrived &amp;amp; tech
installed-the same problem as day 1-ice cubes freeze together &amp; get hung up in chute--have to open door &amp; clean ice out of chute-ice all over floor----poorest excuse ice manufacturer ever--Maytag couldn't care less or offer any asst--DON'T EVER BUY MAY APPLIANCETAG IF THE SERVICE
IS IMPORTANT. Peter of Ridgeland, MS Verified Reviewer Original Review: October 29, 2020 We bought a model WRS571CID*** which has a door ice manufacturer that has stopped working after exactly 3 years. An excellent authorized service representative advised that the wire straps from the
freezer to the door were damaged from the normal opening and closing of the freezer door, which caused the ice maker's wires to break, thus turning off the ice maker. The only measure is to replace all doors, which would cost $1700 according to the repair data published by Whirlpool, which it is required
to charge. Apparently, the wiring braids are not a replaceable part, because I suspect that the working hours necessary to dismantle and re-install the door are too forbidden. Well, the new refrigerator costs about repairs. I talked to whirlpool company about whether they recognize that the design is faulty
and that the door should be replaced at their expense even from a guarantee, and they refused. So I advise potential buyers to know this problem and watch other reviews. There are many customer reviews on various sites complaining about this problem. Our solution is to put ice trays in the freezer to
make ice, and while the dispenser is still working, pour the ice so produced into the ice dispenser manually - until the wire controls, which also become damaged and stop working. I would not recommend buying this model. Read the full review of The Next Frigidaire's Gallery series refrigerator is a seeker,
but it's not jack-of-all-trades - but one master. Innovative, customizable shelf space Intuitive, accessible interface Attractive, dirty stainless steel finishEs Easy-to-change filters Low capacity shapes factor Relatively short OEM warranty Modern kitchen accumulates more gadgets than the rest of the house
put together. From professional quality juicer designer enamel mixers to dinosaur-shaped egg timers, your food prep area can be the widest array of gizmos in this Sharper Image catalog But they are surrounded by one fireplace: a refrigerator, that wonderful, ubiquitous monolith into which we peak and
peers, as often endurance as anything at all. Like Kubrick's famous Australopithecines, we crouch against him. Unlike in 2001, Onyx Monument, Frigidaire FGHF2366PF is not a big riddle. It's just a very nice refrigerator with some well designed convenience features, reasonably decent enough capacity,



and with a $2,899 retail price, a price tag that doesn't overshadow its modest utility. Hands image form equals function You'd be hard to choose french door Frigidaire in a row along with its similarly designed competitors. Most of them have an identical two-symmetrical-sized door configuration, occupying
two-thirds of the stainless steel face, with sliding freezer doors at the base. FGHF2366PF is also quite common through the door of an ice and filtered water dispenser that offers classic variants of crushed or cubed ice and chilled water. The light accompanying the dispenser can be switched on or off, but
there is no automatic night light mode. You don't have trouble mounting your pizza party remnants of Frigidaire's humble confines. The water dispenser filling is a refrigerator touch interface consisting of 11 capacitive control keys, segmented LCD temperature reading and an led signal indicator series that
provides efficient and readable feedback. There is no LCD touchscreen or Wi-Fi connection; However, if you change the unit that has already touted these features, you are unlikely to miss them. It's pretty chunky, coming in at a height of 36 inches wide at 70 inches, with a depth of 28 1/2 inches. (It's 31
inches if you measure out of the handles.) The surrounding cabinet is dark gray to mix with the stainless steel of the door, and the door itself is bent with a soft bow. The dimensions of its counter-depth mean that it should perfectly match your surrounding locker. External design quality is excellent in
general. Heavy doors open gracefully and are closed with a satisfactory seal. The freezer drawer is weighty, but evenly gliding. One small shelf life is appropriate and the finish is a coast-like tray at the base of the dispenser, which feels a little loose and tends to go very little effort. Stainless steel surfaces
boast Frigidaire's Smudge-Proof coating, which does an excellent job of maintaining that beautiful finish without bothersome fingerprints. Space has once again earned an adaptation Although its 22 cubic feet capacity comes to the bottom of its competition at the end (LG and Samsung compare priced
models to sport 27.6 and 28.1 cubic feet, respectively), you don't think you look inside. The primary section of fresh food looks large and easy to organize. You have no problem Your pizza party balances Frigidaire's humble confines. The entire interior is evenly and invitingly illuminated and offers three
different levels of brightness. There are six spill-resistant glass shelves, four of which hang over cantilever hooks and are adjustable to accommodate any irregularly sized groceries. Center two shelves even slide outwards to make it easier to get into the refrigerator's deeper contents. The top two shelves
each work differently, with the left tipping up to 90 degrees and the right sliding halfway inside to fit the taller items stored below. The two interior crisper drawers each take half the width of the interior, are sturdy, draw easily, not wobble when they are completely open. They also each sport their own
moisture regulator, which themselves switches and glisles without the barest creaking. Under the chips, on the lowest edge of the interior, there is a full-width deli drawer. The ice maker occupies the upper left corner of the interior, and the ice storage bucket slips with the help of the handle in front. This is
a sufficiently intuitive configuration, but the front handle combined with a deep bucket configuration requires the user to hold the bucket from below or risk spilling its contents. In the right door there are four boxes, the top of which is clear, lifted panels for milk or eggs. The bottom three boxes are deep
enough to hold a two-gallon milk container, are easily detachable and adjustable and replaced by a pleasant and determined beak. The left door has an ice dispenser, so the storage space is a little more limited, but it still provides space for three more conservative-sized trash cans. The main freezer is
stuffed with a simple plastic divider, which easily glisses back and forth so that the sections can be divided into sections. The top of the drawer has a full-width sliding bag that offers even more storage space and is deceptively deep. Air and water filters are internal. The water filter is a cylindrical capsule,
about the size of a normal water bottle, and it glisses into the section in the upper right corner. He stands out firmly by pressing inwards from his open end, so he pops out so that the substitute can be sliding. The process, frankly, is pretty cool - not unlike loading a torpedo. The air filter is a little more
modest, but is reached on the right door, only under the milk compartment. You probably won't need to remove any of the contents of the refrigerator to replace any of the filters. Bright and pleasant panel of 11 capacitive touch keys are large, well marked and responsive. The three keys to the left of the
screen allow you to quickly navigate the Frigidaire menu, while the three on the right allow you to adjust many control and temperature options. Five under the screen the option of an input lock, ice and water dispenser and the doser light. Heavy doors open gracefully and are closed with a satisfactory
seal. Menu options allow the user to switch quickly to freeze, ice carrier, or screen or off, or between Fahrenheit or Celsius scales. It also allows you to adjust the individual temperature of the freezer or refrigerator and monitors when to order and replace air and water filters. Variants of the refrigerator
temperature range from 33 degrees Fahrenheit to 47 degrees Fahrenheit and the freezer from -6 degrees Fahrenheit to 6 degrees Fahrenheit. The child lock is intuitive and accessible and should limit the frustration experienced when kiddos can inadvertently manipulate device settings. Finally, the
crushed, cubed, water and light variants are exactly where they should be - directly above the dispenser. No frills performance FGHF2366PF works exactly as it should, effectively and evenly chill and preserve the contents of your refrigerator compartment and keep the contents of the freezer well
preserved without the frost found. DT Accessories Package Frigidaire PAULTRA Refrigerator Air Filter ($14) Keep your refrigerator without smelling with air filters Sanheshun Ice Ball Maker Tray ($7) Refrigerator comes with ice carrier, but non-ice ball manufacturer Frigidaire PureSource2 filtering system
($36.28) Change your water filter every nine months with a quick freezing function designed to speed up freezing the contents of the freezer compartment faster than usual, but can also increase ice production in the freezer Pati. Frigidaire suggests using this feature to maintain the temperature of content
that already occupies the freezer when new items are added. We noticed a fairly consistent drop in temperature when we tested the function by placing one cup of water in the lower freezer box. Without a quick freezing, the water froze for about one hour, 25 minutes; with rapid freezing, that time has
been reduced to a little less than an hour. The compressor works very quietly, but the ice maker can cause a strange bit of ruckus, especially if its storage has recently been emptied. Since the ice dispenser is supplied from the led agent in the main refrigerator compartment, the dispenser cancels the
operation when the left door is opened; however, it does not stop flowing into the water dispenser. It carries Energy Star and CSA certificates and is estimated to consume 662 kilowatt hours of energy per year. Enervee.com claims that its energy savings are exactly average for all current refrigerator
models. Warranty and support Manufacturer offers a one-year, part and work guarantee, which unfortunately is not well stacked against some competitors. GE covers any component of a sealed refrigeration system for a period of five years, and Maytag will replace compressor up to ten years. Frigidaire
offers its own extended warranty program, which extends their product coverage to three years. Unfortunately, the manufacturer does not publicly indicate the tariffs for this program. The conclusion of FGHF2366PF is nonambites in many respects. It does not contain any lauded system networks or new
display-style doors. Its capacity is not as large as that of competitors or even other Frigidaire models. But what it has is very good use. Each feature of the Frigidaire gallery model looks carefully designed with comfort and comfort. If the refrigerator does its job well, you should very rarely think about it.
This one offers no surprise, which is all that we could ever want. Frigidaire Gallery's French door refrigerator can be found for sale at Best Buy for $1,999.99 - significantly cheaper than the suggested retail price, but a less-than-ironclad guarantee can still be enough to scare you to pursue other options,
especially when there is no shortage of similarly configured ice boxes all jockeying for that coveted spot as the centerpiece of your gadget assembly - mistaken for the kitchen. Highs Innovative, Customizable Shelf Space Intuitive, Accessible Interface Attractive, Stain Resistant Stainless Steel Finish Easy-
to-Replace Filters Lows Low Capacity Shape Factor Compare Short OEM Warranty Editor Recommendations Recommendations
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